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Variational quantum algorithms are promising tools for near-term quantum computers as their
shallow circuits are resilient to experimental imperfections. Their practical applicability, however,
strongly depends on how many their circuits need to be repeated for sufficiently reducing shot-
noise. We consider metric-aware quantum algorithms: variational algorithms that use a quantum
computer to efficiently estimate both a matrix and a vector object. For example, the recently
introduced quantum natural gradient approach uses the quantum Fisher information matrix as a
metric tensor to correct the gradient vector for the co-dependence of the circuit parameters. We
rigorously characterise and upper bound the number of measurements required to determine an
iteration step to a fixed precision, and propose a general approach for optimally distributing samples
between matrix and vector entries. Finally, we establish that the number of circuit repetitions needed
for estimating the quantum Fisher information matrix is asymptotically negligible for an increasing
number of iterations and qubits.
With quantum computers rising as realistic technolo-
gies, attention has turned to how such machines could
perform as variational tools [1–20]. This results in a
hybrid model with an iterative loop: a classical proces-
sor determines how to update the parameters describ-
ing a family of quantum states (parametrised ansatz
states), while a quantum coprocessor generates and per-
forms measurements on that state (via an ansatz cir-
cuit). This is of particular interest in the context of noisy,
intermediate-scale quantum devices (NISQ devices) [21],
because complex ansatz states can be prepared with shal-
low circuits [22–25], potentially obtaining useful value be-
fore the era of resource-intensive quantum fault tolerance
methods.
Attention has recently been focused on statistical as-
pects of these variational quantum algorithms [26–30],
such as the effect of shot noise and the reduction of their
measurement costs. It is our aim in this work to estab-
lish general scaling results by rigorously characterising
the number of measurements required to obtain a single
iteration step in case of so-called metric-aware quantum
algorithms. Let us first introduce basic notions.
Variational quantum algorithms — We consider vari-
ational quantum algorithms which typically aim to pre-
pare a parametrised quantum state ρ(θ) := Φ(θ) ρ0 where
we model via a mapping Φ(θ) that acts on the computa-
tional zero state ρ0 of N qubits and depends continuously
on the parameters θi with i = {1, 2, . . . ν}. This map-
ping can in general contain non-unitary elements, such
as measurements [31], but in many applications one as-
sumes that it acts (approximately) as a unitary circuit
that decomposes into a product of individual quantum
gates. These gates typically act on a small subset of
the system, e.g., one and two-qubit gates. The bene-
fit of this construction is that the number of parameters
ν only grows polynomially with the number of qubits;
therefore the iterative parameter update rules are classi-
cally tractable.
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Recently a novel variational algorithm was proposed
for simulating real-time quantum evolution using shallow
quantum circuits [8] introducing a novel feature: a ma-
trix object that characterises the sensitivity of the ansatz
state ρ(θ) to changes in each possible pair of parame-
ters, but without reference to the cost function. This
approach was further generalised to imaginary time and
natural gradient evolutions [31, 32] which can be used
as optimisers of variational quantum eigensolvers (VQE)
[2, 4, 33]. This was shown to significantly outperform
other approaches, such as simple gradient descent, in
terms of convergence speed and accuracy according to
numerical simulations [31, 32, 34].
In this work, we consider generalisations of the afore-
mentioned techniques as variational algorithms that de-
pend on both a positive-semidefinite, symmetric ma-
trix – a metric tensor that characterises sensitivity with
respect to parameters θk – and on a vector object.
Many examples of such algorithms are provided in ref-
erences [31, 32, 35–37], and we will refer to them in the
following as metric-aware quantum algorithms. The met-
ric tensor typically only depends on the parameter values
while the vector object additionally depends on, e.g., a
Hermitian observable H – and H decomposes into a poly-
nomially increasing number rh of Pauli terms.
Quantum natural gradient — To be more concrete,
in the following we will focus on one prominent algo-
rithm, the recently introduced quantum natural gra-
dient approach [31, 37] which is equivalent to imagi-
nary time evolution when quantum circuits are noiseless
and unitary [31, 32]. This approach can be used as a
VQE optimiser when minimising the expectation value
E(θ) := Tr[ρ(θ)H] over the parameters θ. However, the
approach generalises to any Lipschitz continuous map-
ping as an objective function.
In particular, natural gradient descent governs the evo-
lution of the ansatz parameters according to the update
rule [31]
θ(t+1) = θ(t)− λF−1Q g, (1)
where t is an index and λ is a step size. Here the inverse
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2of the positive-semidefinite, symmetric quantum Fisher
information matrix FQ ∈ Rν×ν corrects the gradient vec-
tor gk := ∂kE(θ) for the co-dependence of the parame-
ters, and both objects can be estimated efficiently using
a quantum computer while the inverse F−1Q is computed
by a classical processor. Note that the introduction of
the matrix FQ as a metric tensor accelerates the con-
vergence speed of the simple gradient descent approach
[31, 32, 34], as the latter corresponds to the possible spe-
cial case FQ = Idν of the former.
We discuss different protocols for estimating the ma-
trix [FQ]kl and vector gk entries for both pure (idealised,
perfect quantum gates) and mixed quantum states (via
imperfect quantum gates or non-unitary elements as mea-
surements) in the Appendix. We now highlight two re-
sults. a) We derive the general upper bound [FQ]kl ≤ r2g ,
where rg is the maximal Pauli rank of the ansatz gates in
case of unitary parametrisations (Lemma 1). This bound
is a generalisation of what is known as the Heisenberg
limit in quantum metrology [38], refer also to [39–41].
We remark that in practice this Pauli rank rg is a small
constant. For example, even the choice rg = 1 includes
universal quantum circuits composed of single qubit X,
Y and Z rotations as well as two-qubit XX, Y Y and
ZZ gates. b) The matrix FQ might be ill-conditioned
and the inversion in Eq. 1 requires a regularisation. We
will use the simple variant of Tikhonov regularisation
F−1Q := [FQ+ηId]
−1 in the following; we derive analyti-
cal lower and upper bounds on the singular values of this
inverse matrix in the Appendix (Lemma 3) using a).
Upper bounds on the measurement cost — Equipped
with basic notions we now focus on quantifying the mea-
surement cost of these variational algorithms. To moti-
vate our approach, we illustrate in Fig 1 (a/green) how
naively using the same number of measurements for esti-
mating each matrix and vector entry, such as in [34], can
result in impractical sampling costs.
In particular, we aim to reduce the error  of the vector
v := F−1Q g in the update rule in Eq. (1). We first express
how the error due to finite sampling of the matrix and
vector entries propagates to the parameter-update rule in
Eq. (1). We quantify this error as the expected Euclidean
distance 〈‖∆v‖2〉 = 2, and this translates to the condi-
tion
∑ν
k=1 Var[vk] = 
2, where Var[vk] is the variance of
a single vector entry. In practice this precision can be
either a fixed parameter or could be adapted throughout
the evolution as, e.g.,  = ‖v(t)‖ where t is an index.
We derive an analytical formula in Lemma 2 in the
Appendix: we express the error  in terms of the vari-
ances Var{[FQ]kl} and Var[gl] of the measurements used
to estimate the matrix and vector entries, respectively,
as
2 =
ν∑
k,l=1
aklVar{[FQ]kl}+
ν∑
k=1
bkVar[gk]. (2)
The coefficients akl describe how the error of [FQ]kl prop-
agates through matrix inversion and subsequent vector
multiplication into the precision . Likewise bk describes
how errors in the estimated vector propagate through the
multiplication F−1Q g. In both cases a large coefficient in-
dicates that the vector v is particularly sensitive to errors
in estimating the corresponding matrix or vector element.
We remark that these results are completely general and
can be applied to any quantum algorithm that requires
the estimation of both an inverse matrix and a vector
object.
We derive general upper bounds on the variances
Var{[FQ]kl} and Var[gl] for different experimental strate-
gies in the Appendix; The error 2 in Eq. 2 is reduced
proportionally when repeating measurements. In the fol-
lowing, we assume that NF measurements are assigned
to estimate the full matrix FQ while Ng measurements
are used to estimate the gradient vector g. We now state
an upper bound on them in terms of the precision .
Theorem 1. To reduce the uncertainty of the vector v =
F−1Q g due to shot noise to a precision , the number of
samples to estimate the matrix FQ in Eq. (1) is upper
bounded as
NF ≤ 2 −2ν4 Spc[F−1Q ]2 ‖g‖2∞ fF (3)
while sampling the gradient has a cost upper bounded by
Ng ≤ 2−2 ν2 Spc[F−1Q ] Spc[H]fg. (4)
The overall measurement cost of determining the natural
gradient vector is NF+Ng. Here Spc[A] denotes the aver-
age squared singular values of a matrix A ∈ Cd×d via its
Hilbert-Schmidt or Frobenius norm as Spc[A] := ‖A‖2/d
and ‖g‖∞ is the absolute largest entry in the gradient
vector.
The constant factors fF and fg in Theorem 1 are spe-
cific to the experimental setup used to estimate the ma-
trix or vector entries. For example, single qubit rotations
and two-qubit XX or ZZ gates form ansatz circuits of
Pauli rank rg = 1, in which case the factors simplify as
fF ≤ 2 and fg = 1. The upper bounds in Theorem 1
crucially depend on the regularisation and we prove that
Spc[F−1Q ] ≤ η−2, refer to Lemma 3 in the Appendix. The
explanation is the following. If η is very small then an
ill-conditioned inverse might have extreme differences in
the magnitude of individual matrix entries – this requires
a large number of measurements to sufficiently resolve.
Moreover, Spc[H] scales with the Pauli rank rh of the
Hamiltonian which typically grows polynomially in the
number of qubits. We finally remark that Theorem 1 is
quite general and the upper bounds apply to all metric-
aware quantum algorithms [31, 32, 35–37] up to minor
modifications.
We will establish in the following, that in many cases
sampling the gradient vector Ng dominates the overall
cost of the natural gradient approach as NF+Ng ≈ Ng.
Before doing so, let us first bound the sampling cost of
the natural gradient vector relative to the sampling cost
Nsmpl of the gradient vector which could be used directly
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FIG. 1. Exact numerical simulations: a 12-qubit ansatz circuit with 84 parameters is initialised at a good approximation of
the ground state of a spin-chain Hamiltonian (refer to Appendix). Natural gradient evolution from Eq. (1) was simulated with
a regularisation parameter η = 10−1 (10−5), see solid (dashed) lines. (a) Measurement overhead κ from Result 1 (red) at every
iteration step t of the natural gradient evolution – this quantifies how much more it costs to estimate the natural gradient vector
v(t) than it would cost to estimate the gradient vector g(t) assuming the same precision . κ converges to its constant (black)
asymptotic approximation determined by the singular values and regularisation of FQ. Optimally distributing measurements
(blue) via Result 3 significantly reduces sampling costs. However, naively (green) using the same number of measurements for
estimating each matrix and vector element results in a substantial overhead. (b) Multiplying g(t) (red) with the inverse of FQ
results in v(t) (blue) whose norm might be orders of magnitude larger. (c) In practice a relative precision is required, such that
 is proportional to the vector norms, refer to text. Carefully setting the regularisation parameter η significantly improves the
practical applicability: solid lines with η = 10−1 result in a sampling cost of v(t) comparable to (green shows κ = 1) or even
smaller than g(t). Refer to the main text for a remark about mitigating the initial high overheads seen in graphs (a) and (c).
in a simple gradient descent optimisation. We assume the
fixed precision 2 = 〈‖∆g‖2〉.
Theorem 2. Determining the natural gradient vector to
the same precision  as the gradient vector requires a sam-
pling overhead κ := (NF+Ng)/Nsmpl. This overhead is
upper bounded in general
κ ≤ η−2 + y, and κ ≈ Spc[F−1Q ] + y,
up to the potentially vanishing term y = NF /Nsmpl, as
in Result 1 and Result 2. Here η is either a regularisation
parameter or the smallest singular value of FQ. The sec-
ond equality establishes an approximation as a constant
factor which is valid, e.g., when the evolution is close to
the optimal point.
Scaling as a function of the iterations — Theorem 1
establishes that the sampling cost NF of the matrix FQ
depends on the norm of the gradient vector, which is ex-
pected to decrease polynomially during an optimisation
– while all other components are constant. In a typi-
cal scenario we expect that, even if initially estimating
the matrix dominates the sampling costs, asymptotically
sampling the vector g dominates the costs. We now state
our result which establishes that obtaining the natural
gradient vector to the same precision  is only a constant
factor more expensive asymptotically than obtaining the
gradient vector – where the latter could be used in a
simple gradient descent optimisation.
Result 1. The upper bound in Theorem 1 results in the
growth rate NF + Ng = O(‖g(t)‖2∞) + Ng when viewed
as a function of iterations or steps t. Assuming polyno-
mial convergence via ‖g(t)‖∞ = O(t−c) with c > 0, the
natural gradient vector requires only a constant sampling
overhead asymptotically as
κ = (NF+Ng)/Nsmpl = O(Spc[F−1Q ] + t−2c),
when compared to the gradient vector via Theorem 2.
We remark that convergence is guaranteed under certain
smoothness conditions [26].
We have numerically simulated the natural gradient
evolution from Eq. (1) and determined its overhead κ.
This quantifies how much more it costs at every itera-
tion step t to estimate the natural gradient vector v(t)
than it would cost to estimate the gradient vector g(t)
assuming the same precision . Fig 1 (a/red) shows how
this sampling overhead converges to its constant asymp-
totic approximation as the average squared singular val-
ues Spc[F−1Q ] ≈ 106 (101.5) in Fig 1 (a/black). Fig 1
(a/dashed) also demonstrates that under-regularising the
inverse (via η = 10−5) results in unfeasible sampling
costs. In fact, carefully increasing the regularisation pa-
rameter (as η = 10−1) reduces the sampling cost by sev-
eral orders of magnitude without significantly affecting
the performance: both evolutions decrease the gradient
norm with a similar rate, compare solid and dashed red
lines in Fig 1 (b). Note that the gradient norm does not
explicitly depend on the regularisation and its growth
rate characterises how fast the optimum is approached.
It is striking that the overhead plotted in Fig 1 (a) can
be very high initially; while the focus of the present pa-
per is on the asymptotic costs with respect to time and
size, it is worth noting that this high initial cost could
be straightforwardly mitigated by, e.g., only occasionally
updating a low-rank approximation of the metric tensor.
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FIG. 2. (a) Sampling cost NF of the matrix FQ relative to the sampling cost Ng of the gradient vector g from Theorem 1 for
an increasing number of qubits determined for randomly selected parameters with a fixed ‖g‖ = 0.1. The relative sampling
cost NF /Ng vanishes asymptotically if the number of Pauli terms rh in the Hamiltonian grows quadratically (blue), cubically
(brown) or beyond as established in Eqs. (5-6), refer also to Result 2. In contrast if rh grows only linearly (red), sampling
the matrix FQ will dominate the measurement costs for an increasing number of qubits. Shading represents the standard
deviation, refer to Appendix. (b) Color-maps showing the optimal number of measurements, [NF ]kl and [Ng]k assigned to
individual elements of the Fisher matrix and gradient respectively after 1, 5, 15 iterations. For clarity here we have scaled the
data by a constant factor such that if measurements were distributed uniformly than every matrix and vector element would
receive 1 measurement, i.e, we set the total number of measurements Nopt to be the number of degrees of freedom. Most of
the measurements are assigned to the gradient vector for an increasing number of iterations, as established in Result 1.
This may be expected to have little impact on the con-
vergence rate since in the early phase the advantage of
using natural gradient, rather than simple gradient, is
typically less pronounced.
Recall that Fig 1 (a) via Result 1 assumes a constant
precision  throughout the evolution which is not practi-
cal. In fact, one would require a relative precision such
that  = 0‖g(t)‖ in case of the gradient vector and
 = 0‖v(t)‖ in case of the natural gradient vector, for
some fixed 0. Comparing red and blue lines in Fig 1
(b) illustrates that ‖v(t)‖ can be orders of magnitude
larger than ‖g(t)‖ [42]. We plot the measurement over-
head in this relative-precision scheme in Fig 1 (c/red):
using a moderate regularisation of the inverse as η = 0.1,
the cost of estimating v(t) is comparable or even smaller
than estimating g(t), see [Fig 1 (c/red) solid]. Note that
we assume a fixed step size λ in Eq. (1) – one could
of course determine the optimal magnitude of the step
vector λg(t) on-the-fly (although its sampling cost might
be comparable to estimating an over-regularised inverse
F−1Q ).
We finally stress that in Fig. 1 we do not actually
compare the overall performance of the two optimisation
methods – gradient descent would follow significantly dif-
ferent evolution paths resulting in slower convergence.
We therefore speculate that, when carefully regularis-
ing the metric tensor FQ, the natural gradient optimisa-
tion might require less sampling overall as it might reach
the optimum in significantly fewer iterations [31, 32, 34].
Moreover, we prove in the following that the significant
initial overheads on Fig 1 (a-c) do in many practical ap-
plications asymptotically vanish for an increasing number
of qubits.
Scaling with the system size — Let us now consider how
the upper bounds in Theorem 1 scale with the number of
qubits N . First, we consider the general growth rate ν =
O(Na(N)) of the number of parameters ν where a(N) is
the depth of the ansatz circuit. For example, polylog(N)-
depth circuits constitute a very general class of ansa¨tze
via a(N) = O(x log(N)y) for some x, y > 0. Second,
we establish that the spectral quantity scales with the
number of qubits as Spc[F−1Q ] = O(N−sa−s(N)) with
0 ≤ s ≤ 2, refer to Lemma 3 in the Appendix. Third, the
operator norm Spc[H] = O(rh) = O(N b) scales with the
Pauli rank of the Hamiltonian rh which typically grows
polynomially with the system size via b ≥ 1, refer to
Appendix. We finally obtain the growth rates
NF = O(N4−2s a4−2s(N) ‖g‖2∞), (5)
Ng = O(N2−s+b a2−s(N). (6)
Note that the vector norm ‖g‖2∞ might in general also
depend on the number of qubits. For instance, one can
easily construct examples where the norm of the gradient
vanishes exponentially as ‖g‖2∞ = O(exp(−cN)) for some
c > 0, such as in case of barren plateaus [43–45] assum-
ing randomly chosen parameters. In contrast, we now
assume that the evolution is initialised in a close vicinity
of the optimal parameters (good classical guess is known)
and the gradient norm ‖g‖∞ is fixed (bounded). We sum-
marise the resulting measurement cost in the following.
Result 2. Assume that the number of Pauli terms in
the Hamiltonian grows polynomially as rh = O(N b) and
the gradient norm ‖g‖∞ is fixed. The relative sampling
cost of the matrix FQ vanishes for general polylog(N)-
depth circuits when b > (2−s) and, following Theorem 2,
determining the natural gradient vector requires at most
5a constant overhead asymptotically
κ = (NF+Ng)/Nsmpl = O(Spc[F−1Q ] +N2−b),
when compared to the gradient vector.
Note that Result 2 guarantees a vanishing sampling
cost of the matrix FQ when the number of terms in the
Hamiltonian grows faster than quadratically, i.e., b > 2,
as illustrated in Fig 2. We remark that this result can
be applied to the general class of metric-aware quantum
algorithms [31, 32, 35–37].
Optimal measurement distribution — So far we have
assumed thatNF (Ng) measurements are distributed uni-
formly among the ν2 (ν) matrix (vector) entries. How-
ever, the overall number of samples NF +Ng (from The-
orem 1), needed to obtain the vector v = [FQ]
−1g to
a precision , can be minimised by distributing samples
between the elements of FQ and g optimally [29]. We
denote the matrix [NF ]kl and the vector [Ng]k entries
that represent the number of measurements assigned to
individual elements in FQ and in g, respectively. The
number of samples required is reduced to Nopt = Σ
2/2
with Nopt ≤ NF +Ng. We now state explicit expressions
for determining Σ, [NF ]kl and [Ng]k.
Result 3. Measurements are distributed optimally when
the number of samples for determining individual ele-
ments of the matrix and gradient are given by
[NF ]kl = 
−2 Σ
√
aklVar
{
[FQ]kl
}
, (7)
[Ng]k = 
−2 Σ
√
bkVar[gk], (8)
respectively. Here Var[·] is the variance of a single mea-
surement of the corresponding element and we explicitly
define Σ via the coefficients akl and bk as
Σ :=
ν∑
k,l=1
√
aklVar
{
[FQ]kl
}
+
ν∑
k=1
√
bkVar[gk]. (9)
Furthermore, the symmetry of the Fisher matrix can be
explicitly included just by modifying the coefficients akl,
as discussed in the Appendix.
We remark that this result is completely general and
can be applied to any of the metric-aware quantum algo-
rithms [31, 32, 35–37].
[Fig. 1 (a/c) blue] shows how the optimal distribution
of samples reduces the measurement overhead across the
entire evolution – most significantly for small regularisa-
tion parameters [Fig. 1 (a/c), η = 10−5], in which case
some matrix elements might be crucially larger than oth-
ers. Moreover, result 3 automatically takes into account
the decreasing sampling cost of the matrix as established
in Results 1-2. This is illustrated in Fig 2 (b); For the
first few iterations, far from convergence, the bulk of the
measurements are directed to the matrix, comparatively
few go to the elements of the gradient [Fig 2 (b), t = 1].
However, close to convergence, consistent with Result 1,
the gradient takes the majority of the measurements, [Fig
2 (b), t = 20].
Discussion and conclusion — In this work we estab-
lished general upper bounds on the sampling cost of
noise-aware variational quantum algorithms. We anal-
ysed how this sampling cost scales for increasing iter-
ations in Result 1 and for increasing qubit numbers in
Result 2. The latter establishes that the relative mea-
surement cost of the matrix object FQ is asymptomat-
ically negligible in many practically relevant scenarios,
such as in case of quantum chemistry applications.
Natural gradient has been shown to outperform other
optimisation approaches in numerical simulations [31, 32,
34]. We proved in this work that for both an increasing
number of iterations and number of qubits the sampling
overhead of the natural gradient approach is constant
asymptotically. We therefore speculate, that this tech-
nique might reach the optimum in fewer overall samples
than simple gradient descent. Furthermore, this constant
overhead strongly depends on the regularisation parame-
ter η that is used in the classical step of matrix inversion.
We conclude that η needs to be carefully set in practice:
it allows to significantly reduce sampling costs of metric-
aware algorithms without affecting their performance.
We finally established a general technique that op-
timally distributes measurements when estimating ma-
trix and vector entries, further reducing the cost of
general metric-aware quantum algorithms. Despite the
favourable asymptotic scaling of natural gradient, a sig-
nificant overhead might be expected for low-qubit appli-
cations at the first few iteration steps. In future work we
aim to develop approaches which mitigate this overhead
by only occasionally updating an approximation of the
metric tensor.
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8Appendix A: Determining variances
1. Pauli decompositions
Let us denote the set of Hermitian matrices of dimension d as Herm[Cd×d]. The Hamiltonian H ∈ Herm[Cd×d] of
a qubit-system in general decomposes into a sum over Pauli-operator strings via
H =
rh∑
l=1
hlPl, with R 3 hl := Tr[HPl]/d, (A1)
where Pl ∈ Herm[Cd×d] are tensor products of single-qubit Pauli operators that act on an N -qubit system and form
an orthonormal basis of the Hilbert-Schmidt operator space, and d = 2N is the dimensionality. We denote as rh ∈ N
the Pauli rank, i.e., the number of non-zero Pauli components in the Hamiltonian. Note that in general rh ≤ 4N .
In the following derivations we assume for simplicity that ansatz circuits Uc are unitary and decomposes into a
product of individual gates
Uc(θ) = Uν(θν) . . . U2(θ2)U1(θ1), (A2)
that typically act on a small subset of the system, e.g., one and two-qubit gates. We assume in Eq. (A2) for ease of
notation that each quantum gate depends on an individual parameter θi with i = {1, 2, . . . ν}.
Individual gates Uk(θk) ∈ SU(d) of the quantum circuit from Eq. (A2) are in general of the form Uk(θk) :=
exp[−iθkGk] and their generators Gk ∈ Herm[Cd×d] decompose into a sum of Pauli strings resulting in
Uk(θk) = exp[−iθkGk] = exp[−iθk
r(k)g∑
l=1
gklPl], with R 3 gkl := Tr[GkPl]/d
and r
(k)
g ∈ N is the Pauli rank of the generator Gk. We additionally assume that gkl ≤ 1/2 for simplicity – but any
other upper bound could be specified. It follows in general that the derivative ∂kUk(θk) decomposes into a sum of
r
(k)
g unitary operators as
∂kUk(θk) = −i
r(k)g∑
l=1
gklPlUk(θk). (A3)
For ease of notation, in the following we consider circuits via Eq. (A2) which decompose into gates Uk(θk) with Pauli
rank rg = 1. This is naturally the case for a wide variety of ansatz circuits, e.g., circuits that consist of single-qubit
rotations and two-qubit ZZ or XX evolution gates as depicted in Fig. 3. This assumption results in a simplified
structure of the gates as Uk(θk) := exp[−iθkPk/2] and their derivatives as
∂kUk(θk) = − i2PkUk(θk), (A4)
where Pk is the Pauli generator of the gate Uk(θk). This construction simplifies our following derivations, however,
the generalisation to arbitrary parametrised gates straightforwardly follows from linearity of Eq. (A3).
We finally define the partial derivative of the circuit in Eq. (A2) using our simplified ansatz as
Dk := 2i ∂kUc(θ) = Uν(θν) . . . PkUk(θk) . . . U2(θ2)U1(θ1),
which itself is unitary via [Dk]
† = [Dk]−1 (and we omit its explicit dependence on the parameters θ) and PlP
†
l = Idd.
We remark that in case of non-unitary parametrisations one would need to consider the general mapping ρ(θ) :=
Φ(θ) ρ0. The circuit derivative then decomposes into Pauli terms as
∂kρ(θ) =
r(k)p∑
m,n=1
pkmnPmρ(θ)Pn. (A5)
92. Upper bound on the quantum Fisher information
We now derive a general upper bound on the quantum Fisher information for unitary parametrisations.
Lemma 1. In case of unitary ansatz circuits that act on arbitrary quantum states ρ via quantum gates that decompose
into at most rg Pauli terms, entries of the quantum Fisher information matrix are upper bounded as [FQ]kl ≤ r2g.
Proof. When the ansatz circuit consists of unitary gates, the quantum Fisher information assumes its maximum for
pure states. Considering the pure state ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|, it follows from [31] that
[FQ]kl = 2 Tr[(∂kρ)(∂lρ)].
Applying the CauchySchwarz inequality yields
2Tr[(∂kρ)(∂lρ)] ≤ 2
√
Tr[(∂kρ)(∂kρ)] Tr[(∂lρ)(∂lρ)] ≤ Fmax
where Fmax is a bound on the scalar quantum Fisher information, i.e., diagonal entries of the matrix FQ. Let us
determine this bound via
[FQ]kk = 4Re[〈∂kψ|∂kψ〉]− 4|〈∂kψ|ψ〉|2 ≤ 4Re[〈∂kψ|∂kψ〉] = 4〈∂kψ|∂kψ〉 (A6)
for an arbitrary |ψ〉. It follows from Eq. (A3) that
〈∂kψ|∂kψ〉 =
r(k)g∑
l,m=1
gkl gkm〈ψl|ψm〉 ≤ (rg)2/4, (A7)
where |ψm〉 are some valid, normalised states and therefore 〈ψl|ψm〉 ≤ 1 and we used that gkl ≤ 1/2. This finally
establishes the general upper bound for unitary ansatz circuits whose gates decompose into at most rg Pauli terms as
[FQ]kl ≤ r2g
and in case of simplified ansa¨tze with rg = 1 from Sec. A 1 one obtains [FQ]kl ≤ 1.
3. Components of the gradient
Components of the gradient vector can be measured via Hadamard test. We discuss this on the example of simplified
ansa¨tze from Sec. A 1, while the generalisation follows from linearity. Let us first express the gradient components
gk := ∂kE(θ) in terms of the derivative circuits from Eq. A4 as
gk = −Im[〈0| [Dk]†HUc |0〉] = −
rh∑
l=1
hlMkl,
where the second equation uses the decomposition of the Hamiltonian into Pauli operators from Eq. (A1) via denoting
the matrix elements Mkl := Im〈0| [Dk]† Pl Uc |0〉. These matrix elements can be estimated by using an ancilla qubit
via the circuits in Fig. 2 of reference [8] and the corresponding proof can be found in footnote [53] of [8], refer also
to [36]. The probability p of measuring this ancilla qubit in the |±〉 basis with outcome +1 determines the matrix
elements via (2pkl−1) = Mkl for every Pauli component in the Hamiltonian Pl. This finally yields the explicit form
of the gradient vector
gk = ∂kE(θ) = −
rh∑
l=1
hl(2pkl−1) (A8)
in terms of the measurement probabilities 0 ≤ pkl ≤ 1. Note that each probability pkl is estimated by sampling a
binomial distribution which has a variance σ2kl = pkl(1− pkl). It follows that the variance of the gradient components
are determined by these individual variances via
Var[gk] = 4
rh∑
l=1
h2l σ
2
kl = 4
rh∑
l=1
h2l pkl(1− pkl). (A9)
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Re-expressing this variance in terms of the matrix elements via pkl = (Mkl+1)/2 yields the simplified form
Var[gk] =
rh∑
l=1
h2l (1−[Mkl]2). (A10)
This expression is related directly to the parametrised quantum state |ψ(θ)〉 via the expectation value as Mkl =
−2Re〈∂kψ(θ)|Pl|ψ(θ)〉.
In complete generality, i.e., when gates decompose into a linear combination of at most rg Pauli terms, the variance
of the gradient entries is upper bounded (via Eq. (A9)) as
Var[gk] ≤ rg
rh∑
l=1
h2l = rgSpc[H] = O(rgrh), (A11)
where Spc[H] follows from the Hilbert-Schmidt scalar product as
Spc[H] := ‖H‖2/d := Tr[HH]/d =
rh∑
k,l=1
hkhlTr[PkPl]/d =
rh∑
l=1
h2l = O(rh).
via Eq. (A1) and recall that Tr[PkPl] = d δkl, where δkl is the Kroenecker delta and d = 2
N .
Let us now consider mixed quantum states, e.g., due to gate imperfections, via the eigendecomposition ρ =∑
n pn|ψn〉〈ψn|. If the parametrisation θ is approximately unitary via ∂pn∂θk ≈ 0, then gradient components of the
expectation value Tr[ρ(θ)H] can be expressed as
∂
∂θk
Tr[ρ(θ)H] ≈
∑
n
pn
∂
∂θk
[〈ψn(θ)|H|ψn(θ)〉] =
∑
n
pn[gk]n (A12)
where [gk]n is the gradient that would be measured by the above protocol for the pure eigenstate |ψn(θ)〉. The
above discussed protocol therefore estimates the correct gradient for mixed states – as long as the parametrisation is
approximately unitary, such as in case of noisy gates. The same upper bound holds for the variances via
∑
n pn = 1
and 0 ≤ pn ≤ 1, and the bound is only saturated by pure states.
In summary, the variance of the gradient entries is upper bounded as Var[gk] ≤ Spc[H]fg, where fg is a constant
factor that only depends on the ansatz structure and on the particular quantum algorithm, e.g., fg = rg in case of
the natural gradient approach. We remark that the above discussed protocol is used in other metric-aware quantum
algorithms and our bounds therefore apply to other vector objects used in these algorithms [31, 32, 35–37].
4. Components of the quantum Fisher information matrix
We will now focus on determining variances of the quantum Fisher information entries [FQ]kl. For pure states as
ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|, entries of the quantum Fisher information can be expressed via the state-vector scalar products [31]
[FQ]kl = 4Re[〈∂kψ|∂lψ〉 − 〈∂kψ|ψ〉〈ψ|∂lψ〉], (A13)
The second term in the above equation vanishes when the global phase evolution of |ψ〉 is zero [36] and an experimental
protocol for measuring the remaining component Re〈∂kψ|∂lψ〉 was used in [32] for simulating imaginary time evolution.
We now propose a protocol that determines both terms in Eq. A13. Assuming the simplified ansatz from Sec. A 1,
our protocol allows to evaluate the coefficients by measuring an ancilla qubit
Akl = 4Re〈∂kψ|∂lψ〉 = Re〈0|[Dk]†Dl|0〉 = 2[pa]kl−1,
Bk = 2Re〈∂kψ|ψ〉 = Re〈0|[Dk]†Uc|0〉 = 2[pb]k−1,
Ck = 2Im〈∂kψ|ψ〉 = Im〈0|[Dk]†Uc|0〉 = 2[pc]k−1,
using the circuits in Fig. 2 of reference [8], refer to footnote [53] of [8] for a proof. These circuits allow for estimating the
probabilities pa, pb and pc by sampling the ancilla qubit as a binomial distribution. The quantum Fisher information
is then obtained as
[FQ]kl = Akl +BkBl − CkCl = (2[pa]kl−1) + (2[pb]k−1)(2[pb]l−1)− (2[pc]k−1)(2[pc]l−1).
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Since the probabilities pa, pb and pc are determined from binomial distributions, their variances are given by, e.g.,
[σ2a]kl = [pa]kl(1− [pa]kl). It follows that
Var{[FQ]kl} = 4[σ2a]kl + 4[σ2b ]kB2l + 4[σ2b ]lB2k + 4[σ2c ]kC2l + 4[σ2c ]lC2k ,
Substituting 4[σ2b ]k = (1− [Bl]2) and 4[σ2c ]k = (1− [Cl]2), we can express the variances as
Var{[FQ]kl} = (1−[Akl]2) + (1− [Bk]2)B2l + (1− [Bl]2)B2k + (1− [Ck]2)C2l + (1− [Cl]2)C2k ,
in terms of the estimated quantities Akl, Bk and Ck, and we used the expressions, e.g., (Akl +1)/2 = [pa]kl.
Note that the inequality (1 − [Bk]2)B2l ≤ 1/4 is saturated when Bk = 1/
√
2 and in general |Akl|, |Bl|, |Cl| ≤ 1.
Using this inequality we can establish the general upper bound
Var{[FQ]kl} ≤ 2r2g , (A14)
when gates decompose into a linear combination of at most rg Pauli terms.
When assuming noisy unitary circuits, Result 3 in [31] establishes that [FQ]kl ≈ 2 Tr[(∂kρ)(∂lρ)] and the approxima-
tion becomes exact for pure states as ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|. The Hilbert-Schmidt scalar products Tr[(∂kρ)(∂lρ)] can be measured
using the circuit based on SWAP tests from [36] and one can directly estimate the quantity [FQ]kl = (2pkl − 1) by
measuring the probability pkl of an ancilla qubit in case when using the simplified ansatz from Sec. A 1, i.e., when
gates decompose into single Pauli terms. We remark that this implementation requires more qubits when compared
to the above introduced pure-state approach. However, it is preferable as it results in negligible approximation errors
when gates are imperfect, refer to [31]. The variance follows as Var{[FQ]kl} = 4pkl(1− pkl) = (1− [FQ]2kl) ≤ 1 in case
of the simplified ansatz from Sec. A 1 and we have used [FQ]kl ≤ 1 from Lemma 1.
In complete generality, i.e., when gates decompose into a linear combination of at most rg Pauli terms, the variance
of the matrix entries is upper bounded as
Var{[FQ]kl} ≤ r2g . (A15)
In summary, the variance of the matrix entries are upper bounded as Var{[FQ]kl} ≤ fF , where fF is a constant
factor that only depends on the ansatz structure and the approach used to estimate the matrix entries. We remark
that the above discussed two protocols are used in other metric-aware quantum algorithms and our bounds therefore
apply to other matrix objects estimated by these algorithms [31, 32, 35–37].
5. Numerical simulations
In our numerical simulations we use the ansatz illustrated in Fig. 3. This decomposes into repeated blocks. The first
block B1 consists of single-qubit X rotations while the second block B2 decomposes into nearest-neighbour Pauli ZZ
gates followed by single qubit Y and X rotations. Each gate depends on an individual parameter θk with k ∈ {1 . . . ν}.
In our numerical simulations we use the ansatz structure B1B2B2 which has a linearly growing number of parameters
ν = O(N) in the number of qubits via the constant depth a(N) = O(N0).
In Fig. 1 we simulate the natural gradient approach for finding the ground state energy of the spin-chain Hamiltonian
H =
N−1∑
i=1
J [σ{i}x σ
{i+1}
x + σ
{i}
y σ
{i+1}
y + σ
{i}
z σ
{i+1}
z ] + J [σ
{1}
x σ
{N}
x + σ
{1}
y σ
{N}
y + σ
{1}
z σ
{N}
z ] +
N∑
i=1
ωi σ
{i}
z . (A16)
which contains identical couplings xx, yy and zz between nearest neighbours with a constant which we set J = 1.
Here σ
{k}
α represent Pauli matrices acting on qubit k with α = {x, y, z}. We select on-site frequencies ωi randomly
according to a uniform distribution with values varying between −1 and 1. The resulting Hamiltonain has a non-
trivial, highly entangled ground state that we aim to approximate using the (not necessarily optimal) ansatz circuit
shown on Fig. 3. We initialise the optimisation at a point in parameter space close to the optimum and we set the
step size as λ = 0.2.
In Fig. 2 we simulate various different Hamiltonians using the same technique. In particular, we use Eq. (A16) as
the linearly scaling Hamiltonian in Fig. 2 (red). We define the quadratically scaling Hamiltonian Fig. 2 (blue) as
H =
N∑
k>l=1
J [σ{k}x σ
{l}
x + σ
{k}
y σ
{l}
y + σ
{k}
z σ
{l}
z ] +
N∑
k=1
ωk σ
{k}
z , (A17)
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FIG. 3. Example of an 8-qubit ansatz structure used in our simulations. It consists of repeated blocks of single qubit X and
Y rotations and two-qubit ZZ evolution gates. All gates here have Pauli rank rg = 1 as discussed in Sec. A 1.
while we chose the cubically scaling Hamiltonian Fig. 2 (brown) as
H =
N∑
k,l>m=1
Jσ{k}x σ
{l}
y σ
{m}
z +
N∑
k=1
ωk σ
{k}
z . (A18)
In our simulations we start the optimisation at a random initial point in parameter space and let the system evolve
until the gradient vector is such that ‖v‖ = 10−1. We compute the values of NF and Ng, and repeat this procedure
25 times. Dots (shading) [solid lines] Fig. 2 shows the average (standard deviation) [fitting] of the ratio NF /Ng.
Appendix B: Propagating Variances
Lemma 2. If the elements of FQ and g are measured independently and their errors are sufficiently small, then the
error measure can be written in the form
2 =
ν∑
k,l=1
aklVar
{
[FQ]kl
}
+
ν∑
k=1
bkVar[gl], (B1)
where akl :=
ν∑
i,j=1
[F−1Q ]
2
ik[F
−1
Q ]
2
ljg
2
l , bk :=
ν∑
l=1
{
[F−1Q ]kl
}2
. (B2)
Proof. Under the assumption that the elements are measured independently and are sufficiently small, it is appropriate
to use the variance formula [48], thus we can write error measure in terms of the variance of the elements in F−1Q and
g yielding
2 =
ν∑
k=1
Var[vk] (B3)
=
ν∑
k,l=1
Var
{
[F−1Q ]kl
}
g2l +
{
[F−1Q ]kl
}2
Var[gl]. (B4)
Now we use the result derived in [49] to relate the variance of elements of F−1Q to elements of FQ, namely
Var
{
[FQ]
−1
kl
}
=
ν∑
i,j=1
[F−1Q ]
2
ikVar
{
[FQ]kl
}
[F−1Q ]
2
lj . (B5)
Substituting this result into the error metric and trivially rearranging yields the required result
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2 =
ν∑
k,l=1
[ ν∑
i,j=1
[F−1Q ]
2
ikVar
{
[FQ]kl
}
[F−1Q ]
2
lj
]
g2l +
{
[F−1Q ]kl
}2
Var[gl] (B6)
=
ν∑
k,l=1
[ ν∑
i,j=1
[F−1Q ]
2
ik[F
−1
Q ]
2
ljg
2
l
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
akl
Var
{
[FQ]kl
}
+
ν∑
k=1
[ ν∑
l=1
{
[F−1Q ]kl
}2]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
bk
Var[gk]. (B7)
(B8)
1. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. Recall that Lemma 2 establishes the error propagation formula which we abbreviate as 2 = 2F + 
2
g via
2F :=
ν∑
α,β=1
aαβVar{[FQ]αβ}, 2g :=
ν∑
l=1
blVar[gl]. (B9)
The coefficients aαβ can be upper bounded as
aαβ =
ν∑
k,l=1
g2l [F
−1
Q ]
2
kα[F
−1
Q ]
2
lβ ≤ ‖g‖2∞
ν∑
k=1
[F−1Q ]
2
kα
ν∑
l=1
[F−1Q ]
2
lβ , and bl =
ν∑
k=1
[F−1Q ]
2
kl,
where ‖g‖∞ is the absolute largest element in the gradient vector. We assume that every matrix and vector element
is assigned measurements uniformly as NF /ν
2 and Ng/ν where NF and Ng are the overall number of measurements
required to estimate the matrix and vector objects such that the vector v is obtained to a precision . Using the
upper bounds on the variances of individual gradient vector entries from Eq. (A11) and individual matrix entries from
Eq. (A15) and Eq. (A14) we derive the explicit bound
Var{[FQ]αβ} ≤ VF := ν2N−1F fF Var[gl] ≤ VG := νN−1g Spc[H]fg,
where ‖H‖ is the Hilbert-Schmidt or Frobenius norm of the Hamiltonian and fF , fg are constant factors that depend
on the ansatz structure and the and the approach used to estimate the gradient/Fisher matrix, refer to Sec. A 1. For
example for the simplified ansatz in Sec. A 1 fF ≤ 2 and fg = 1.
We use the above derived upper bounds and obtain
2F ≤ VF ‖g‖2∞
ν∑
α,k=1
[F−1Q ]
2
kα
ν∑
β,l=1
[F−1Q ]
2
lβ = VF ‖g‖2∞ ‖F−1Q ‖4, 2g ≤ VG
ν∑
k,l=1
[F−1Q ]
2
kl = VG ‖F−1Q ‖2, (B10)
where ‖F−1Q ‖ is the Hilbert-Schmidt or Frobenius norm of the inverse matrix F−1Q .
We now require that 2/2 =: 2F and 
2/2 =: 2g as a possible choice to satisfy 
2 = 2F + 
2
g. This results in the
explicit bound on the number of measurements after substituting VF and VG as
NF ≤ 2 ν2 ‖g‖2∞ ‖F−1Q ‖4−2fF Ng ≤ 2 ν ‖F−1Q ‖2−2 Spc[H]fg.
We introduce the notation Spc[F−1Q ] := ‖F−1Q ‖2/ν = 1ν
∑ν
k=1 σ
2
k(F
−1
Q ) to denote the average of the squared singular
values of F−1Q . Note that, for example, the identity operator yields Spc[Id] = 1 and we derive upper and lower bounds
on in general in Lemma 3.
We finally establish the upper bounds
NF ≤ 2 ν4 ‖g‖2∞ Spc[F−1Q ]2−2 fF , Ng ≤ 2 ν2 Spc[F−1Q ]−2 Spc[H]fg.
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2. Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. We use the limit F−1Q → Id and Var{[FQ]kl} → 0 which straightforwardly recovers the sampling cost of the
gradient vector as
Ng = Nsmpl :=
ν∑
l=1
Var[gl].
Let us start by explicitly writing the ratio of measurements as
Ng
Nsmpl
=
∑ν
l=1 blVar[gl]∑ν
l=1 Var[gl]
and let us consider the term
bl =
ν∑
k=1
[F−1Q ]
2
kl = ‖Coll[F−1Q ]‖2 = ‖F−1Q Bl‖2 ≤ ‖F−1Q ‖2∞ = σmax(F−1Q )2 ≤ η−2
where η is either a regularisation parameter or the smallest singular value of FQ, Coll[F
−1
Q ] denotes the l-th column
vector of the matrix F−1Q and Bl is the l-th standard basis vector with ‖Bl‖ = 1. Our general upper bound follows as
Ng
Nsmpl
=
∑ν
l=1 blVar[gl]∑ν
l=1 Var[gl]
≤ η−2
∑ν
l=1 Var[gl]∑ν
l=1 Var[gl]
= η−2
We now establish an approximation under the assumption that Var[gl] does not significantly depend on the index l,
e.g., when the gradient is vanishing close to an optimal point via Mkl → 0 in Eq. (A10) as
Var[gk] =
rh∑
l=1
h2l (1−[Mkl]2)→
rh∑
l=1
h2l = Spc[H]. (B11)
This results in
Ng
Nsmpl
=
∑ν
l=1 blVar[gl]∑ν
l=1 Var[gl]
≈
∑ν
l=1 bl
ν
=
∑ν
k,l=1[F
−1
Q ]
2
kl
ν
= ‖F−1Q ‖/ν = Spc[F−1Q ].
3. Remarks on Theorem 2
We establish bounds in case of the relative-precision scheme, i.e., when  ∝ ‖g(t)‖ and  ∝ ‖v(t)‖ in case of the
gradient and natural gradient vectors, respectively. The upper bound follows via
‖g‖2
‖v‖2 =
‖g‖2
‖F−1Q g‖2
≤ σmin(F−1Q )−2, (B12)
and a lower bound can be specified as
‖g‖2
‖v‖2 =
‖g‖2
‖F−1Q g‖2
≥ σmax(F−1Q )−2 (B13)
and in complete generality
Ng
Nsmpl
‖g‖2
‖v‖2 ≤ [σmax(F
−1
Q )/σmin(F
−1
Q )]
2 =: Cnd[F−1Q ]
2, (B14)
and Lemma 3 establishes that Cnd[F−1Q ] ≤ η−1(νrg + η).
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Lemma 3. Assuming the simple regularisation F−1Q := (FQ + ηIdν)
−1, the largest singular value of the inverse is
upper bounded as σmax(F
−1
Q ) ≤ η−1 and the smallest singular value is lower bounded via σmin(F−1Q ) ≥ (νrg + η)−1.
Moreover, the bounds (νrg + η)
−2 ≤ Spc[F−1Q ] ≤ η−2 and Cnd[F−1Q ] ≤ η−1(νrg + η) hold in general. Here rg is the
largest Pauli rank of the ansatz gates from Sec. A 1.
Proof. Using that FQ is positive semi-definite, it trivially follows that
σmax([FQ + ηIdν ]
−1) = [σmin(FQ + ηIdν)]−1 ≤ η−1
via σmin(FQ + ηIdν) ≥ η. Now we use the boundedness of the matrix elements as |[F−1Q ]kl| ≤ r2g from Lemma 1 which
establishes the matrix norm ‖FQ‖max := maxk,l |[FQ]kl| ≤ r2g . This bounds the largest singular value of FQ as
r2g ≥ ‖FQ‖max ≥ ‖FQ‖∞/ν := σmax(FQ)/ν.
The smallest singular value of the inverse is therefore bounded as
σmin([FQ + ηIdν ]
−1) = [σmax(FQ + ηIdν)]−1 ≥ (νr2g + η)−1.
We can now establish the bound
(νr2g + η)
−2 ≤ σ2min(F−1Q ) ≤ Spc[F−1Q ] ≤ σ2max(F−1Q ) ≤ η−2 (B15)
And we can therefore bound the growth rate of the quantity Spc[F−1Q ] as Spc[F
−1
Q ] = O(νs) with −2 ≤ s ≤ 0.
Appendix C: Optimal Measurements
Lemma 4. Measurements are distributed optimally when the number of samples for determining individual elements
of the matrix and gradient are given by
[NF ]kl = 
−2 Σ
√
aklVar
{
[FQ]kl
}
, (C1)
[Ng]k = 
−2 Σ
√
bkVar[gk], (C2)
respectively. Here Var[·] is the variance of a single measurement of the corresponding element and we explicitly define
Σ via the coefficients akl and bk from Appendix B as
Σ :=
ν∑
k,l=1
√
aklVar
{
[FQ]kl
}
+
ν∑
k=1
√
bkVar[gk]. (C3)
Proof. From Lemma 2 we write the error measure as
2 =
ν∑
k,l=1
aklVar
{
[FQ]kl
}
+
ν∑
k=1
bkVar[gk], (C4)
where Var[·] denotes the variance in the statistical average over many measurements. Now we allow Var[·] to denote
variance in a single measurement while [NF ]kl and [Ng]k are the number of measurement assigned each element [FQ]kl
and gk respectively, so the error measure becomes
2 =
ν∑
k,l=1
aklVar
{
[FQ]kl
}
[NF ]kl
+
ν∑
k=1
bkVar[gk]
[Ng]k
. (C5)
By minimising error measure, in this form, subject to the constraint of a fixed total number of measurements, so that
Nopt =
ν∑
k,l=1
[NF ]kl +
ν∑
k=1
[Ng]k, (C6)
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we find that the optimal fraction of measurement to be assigned to each element is
[NF ]kl
Nopt
=
√
aklVar
{
[FQ]kl
}
Σ
,
[Ng]k
Nopt
=
√
bkVar[gk]
Σ
(C7)
where Σ :=
ν∑
k,l=1
√
aklVar
{
[FQ]kl
}
+
ν∑
k=1
√
bkVar[gk]. (C8)
By substituting this results in the error measure we can remove the dependence on the total number of measurements
Nopt, to yield the required result.
1. Fisher Matrix Symmetry
Lemma 5. The symmetry of Fisher Matrix can be accounted for by replacing the elements akl with a
′
kl, where
a′kl :=

0 k < l
akk k = l
akl + alk k > l
(C9)
Proof. As the Fisher Matrix is symmetric, measurements of [FQ]kl element also constitute measurements of the [FQ]lk,
so Var{[FQ]kl]} = Var{[FQ]lk}. Thus, the error measure can be written as
2 =
ν∑
k=1
akkVar
{
[FQ]kk
}
+
ν∑
k>l
2aklVar
{
[FQ]kl
}
+
ν∑
k=1
bkVar[gk]. (C10)
It is possible to force this back into the original form of of the error measure if we define
a′kl :=

0 k < l
akk k = l
akl + alk k > l
, (C11)
so that the error measure error measure can be written as
2 =
ν∑
k,l=1
a′klVar
{
[FQ]kl
}
+
ν∑
k=1
bkVar[gk]. (C12)
Using the error measure written in this form as a starting point for the derivation in the proof of Lemma 4 we trivially
obtain the same results with the elements akl replaced with a
′
kl.
